
““If you keep If you keep 
doing what you doing what you 

always did,  always did,  
youyou’’ll keep ll keep 

getting what you getting what you 
always gotalways got””

Yogi Berra (catcher New Yogi Berra (catcher New 
York Yankees)York Yankees)



If Safety is EveryoneIf Safety is Everyone’’s s 
Responsibility, no one will be Responsibility, no one will be 

accountable for it.accountable for it.



Learn from the mistakes of Learn from the mistakes of 
others.  You wonothers.  You won’’t live t live 

long enough to make all of long enough to make all of 
them yourself.them yourself.



It is a good thing to learn It is a good thing to learn 
caution from the caution from the 

misfortunes of others.misfortunes of others.

Publilius SyrusPublilius Syrus



The pessimist sees The pessimist sees 
difficulty in every difficulty in every 

opportunity. The optimist opportunity. The optimist 
sees the opportunity in sees the opportunity in 

every difficulty.every difficulty.

~ Winston Churchill ~~ Winston Churchill ~



Every accident, no matter how Every accident, no matter how 
minor, is a failure of the minor, is a failure of the 

organisation.organisation.

Jerome LedererJerome Lederer



The desire for safety stands The desire for safety stands 
against every great and against every great and 
noble enterprise.noble enterprise.

--Cornelius Tactitus (AD 56)Cornelius Tactitus (AD 56)



The desire for safety stands The desire for safety stands 
against every great and against every great and 
noble enterprise.noble enterprise.

--Cornelius Tactitus (AD 56)Cornelius Tactitus (AD 56)



Learning is not compulsory 
but neither is survival.

~ W. Edwards Deming ~



Experience is a hard teacher.  Experience is a hard teacher.  
First comes the test, then First comes the test, then 

the lesson.the lesson.



There are no new There are no new 
types of accidents types of accidents ----

only people with short only people with short 
memories. memories. 



There is no problem so There is no problem so 
complex that it cannot simply complex that it cannot simply 

be blamed on the driverbe blamed on the driver

—— Dr Earl WeinerDr Earl Weiner



The things which The things which 
hurt, instruct.hurt, instruct.

~ Benjamin Franklin ~~ Benjamin Franklin ~



Any experience can be Any experience can be 
transformed into something transformed into something 

of value.of value.

~ Vash Young ~~ Vash Young ~



Success is the result of Success is the result of 
preparation, hard work preparation, hard work 
and learning from failure.and learning from failure.

~ Colin Powell ~~ Colin Powell ~



““There is no more important an There is no more important an 
issue than that of ensuring zero issue than that of ensuring zero 

fatalities at our operations.fatalities at our operations.””
Hugh Morgan, MD  WMC Hugh Morgan, MD  WMC 



““Safety is a barometer for the Safety is a barometer for the 
success of the Companysuccess of the Company””

DuPontDuPont



Report the near miss, Report the near miss, 
occurrence or incident ...occurrence or incident ...

Prevent the accident!Prevent the accident!



Man's journey through life is Man's journey through life is 
sustained by the power of his sustained by the power of his 
knowledge, yet we live and do knowledge, yet we live and do 

not learn."not learn."

Sir Winston ChurchillSir Winston Churchill



Bugger!!!



““To have an accident is To have an accident is 
unfortunate.  To have an unfortunate.  To have an 

accident and learn nothing accident and learn nothing 
from it is unforgiveable.from it is unforgiveable.””

Flight Safety DigestFlight Safety Digest



““Risk taking is rarely punished with Risk taking is rarely punished with 
an injury or even a near miss, instead an injury or even a near miss, instead 

its consistently rewarded with its consistently rewarded with 
convenience, comfort or time saved.convenience, comfort or time saved.””

Scott Geller. Psychology of SafetyScott Geller. Psychology of Safety



Make the Make the 
mistakes of mistakes of 

yesterday your yesterday your 
lessons for lessons for 

today.today.

~ Oscar Wilde ~~ Oscar Wilde ~



"To achieve progress every accident "To achieve progress every accident 
and incident, no matter how minor, and incident, no matter how minor, 

must be considered as a failure of the must be considered as a failure of the 
system or organisation and not simply system or organisation and not simply 

as the failure of a person, or of as the failure of a person, or of 
people."people."

Dan Maurino, ICAODan Maurino, ICAO



Nothing is so Nothing is so 
simple that it simple that it 

cannot be cannot be 
misunderstood.misunderstood.

~ John Milton ~~ John Milton ~



Errors, no matter how Errors, no matter how 
popular, carry the seeds of popular, carry the seeds of 

their own destruction.their own destruction.

~ John W. Scoville ~~ John W. Scoville ~



It is easy to dodge our It is easy to dodge our 
responsibilities, but we cannot responsibilities, but we cannot 

dodge the consequences of dodge the consequences of 
dodging our responsibilities.dodging our responsibilities.

~ Sir Josiah Stamp ~~ Sir Josiah Stamp ~



There is nothing certain There is nothing certain 
except the unforeseen.except the unforeseen.

~ Fraude~ Fraude



Take away the cause, Take away the cause, 
and the effect and the effect 

ceases.ceases.

~ Miguel de Cervantes ~ Miguel de Cervantes 



Death always waits. The door Death always waits. The door 
of the hearse is never closed.of the hearse is never closed.

~ Joseph Bailey ~~ Joseph Bailey ~



Failure is an event, never a Failure is an event, never a 
person.person.

~ William D. Brown ~~ William D. Brown ~



Fast is fine, but Fast is fine, but 
accuracy is accuracy is 
everything.everything.

~ Wyatt Earp ~~ Wyatt Earp ~



Stay out of the Stay out of the 
road, if you want to road, if you want to 

grow old.grow old.

~ Pink Floyd ~~ Pink Floyd ~



The roots of learning are The roots of learning are 
bitter, but the fruit is sweet.bitter, but the fruit is sweet.

~ Aristotle ~~ Aristotle ~



Use the losses and failures 
of the past as a reason for 

action, not inaction.
~ Charles J. Givens ~



Experience is Experience is 
something you get something you get 

too late to do too late to do 
anything about the anything about the 
mistakes you made mistakes you made 

while getting it.while getting it.

Source UnknownSource Unknown



If you canIf you can’’t afford to do something t afford to do something 
right, then be darn sure you canright, then be darn sure you can’’t t 

afford to do it wrong.afford to do it wrong.
Charlie NelsonCharlie Nelson



Failure is a part of successFailure is a part of success……. . 
But failure will never stand in But failure will never stand in 
the way of success if you learn the way of success if you learn 
from it.from it.
~ Hank Aaron ~~ Hank Aaron ~



A common mistake people make A common mistake people make 
when trying to design something when trying to design something 

completely foolproof is to completely foolproof is to 
underestimate the ingenuity of underestimate the ingenuity of 

complete fools.complete fools.

~ Douglas Adams ~~ Douglas Adams ~



Living at risk is jumping off the Living at risk is jumping off the 
cliff and building your wings on cliff and building your wings on 

the way downthe way down

~ Ray Bradbury ~~ Ray Bradbury ~



The achievements of an The achievements of an 
organization are the results of organization are the results of 

the combined effort of each the combined effort of each 
individual.individual.

~ Vince Lombardi ~~ Vince Lombardi ~



What we do not What we do not 
understand, we cannot understand, we cannot 

control.control.

~ Charles Reich ~~ Charles Reich ~



Risk comes from not knowing Risk comes from not knowing 
what you're doing.what you're doing.

~ Warren Buffett ~~ Warren Buffett ~



Manage the risks Manage the risks 
or they will end or they will end 

up managing youup managing you



LetLet’’s strive for Zero s strive for Zero 
Harm to our people and Harm to our people and 

a sustainable mining a sustainable mining 
future for our familiesfuture for our families


